I. Executive Summary
Samoff is developing a biomimetic protein-assisted redox sensing system based on the organized molecular pathways found in nature. This system makes use of a biomimetic membrane self-assembled on a gold electrode as a bioelectronic interface.
This membrane will enable the non-dissipative conversion of a redox event occurring in an aqueous medium to an electrical signal. The non-dissipative conversion is enabled by lipid chains functionalized with prosthetics groups that are organized to mimic concerted, vectorial electron transfer.
In this program, Samoff has designed and synthesized electron transfer molecules, and engineered them into an organized self-assembled membrane (SAM) . We have demonstrated the vectorial transfer of electrons from a bio-fluid (aqueous) solution to an electrode using this membrane. We also functionalized the SAM with proteins to demonstrate the sensing of redox reaction in aqueous solution.
Major accomplishments during this program are in the following areas:
1. Designed and Synthesized two molecules (GPPT and GPNT) for electron hopping in the self assembled membranes (SAM). Four other more advance molecular designs are also included for future study.
2. Developed a process for a self-assembled membrane on gold, consisting of a matrix of long hydrocarbon molecules (Cis) and the electron transfer molecules.
3. Demonstrated vectorial electron transfers across the functionalized SAM, from aqueous solution to the electrode.
4. Functionalized the SAM with redox protein and demonstrate the sensing of redox reaction.
II. Technical Report
This program consists of the following four major tasks as described in our proposal: 1) Electrochemical Cell Design and Setup, 2) Synthesis of Electron Transfer SAM Molecules, 3) Self-Assembly onto Au Electrode, 4) Electrochemical Study of the System. The technical report below is organized to reflect these major efforts.
Electrochemical Cell Design and Setup
The vectorial electron transfer mechanism that we are studying is a surface process where the electron is generated by a redox reaction in an aqueous solution, and in turn is driven into the solid-state electrode through the SAM we have designed. This process was examined under dc or ac electrical excitation. To control the surface area of the electrode and the gap distance between electrodes, a standard cell has been designed and fabricated. Shown in Figure 1 , the standard cell comprises of a pair of Au electrodes with an active area of 1 cm2 separated by a 1 cm thick spacer. Each electrode has a 500 nm thick Au film on top of a 50 nm Ti adhesion layer sputtered coated onto an alumina substrate. The spacer is a plastic (Delrin) fixture that supports two electrodes mechanically (nylon screws and nuts). Depending on the experimental requirements, this cell can be submersed into a beaker containing the reaction medium, or inside a spectroscopic optical test cell. In our typical electrochemical experiment, this cell is submersed in the 1M KC1 aqueous solution with a Ag/AgCl electrode as the standard reference. To minimize the capacitance and impedance effect of the fluid medium on the electrochemical measurements, we designed and fabricated a thin film cell to significantly reduce the gap between the two testing electrodes. The structure of the cell is shown in Figure 2 . In this thin film cell design, two pieces of plastics (Delrin) fixture presses against the electrodes together. A 25 pm thick Teflon plastic sheet (a spacer)
separates and electrically insulates the two electrodes. In this Teflon spacer, a rectangular opening of 1 cm2 is cut and filled with the testing fluid medium, allowing conduction across the SAM electrodes being studied. In this manner, we formed a 1 cm2 active fluid medium area between two tested electrodes, which are only 25 pm apart. We expect this small gap to significantly reduce the capacitance and impedance effect from the bulk fluid medium in the electrical measurements. The assignments of the chemical shifts and the FT-IR peaks were made to the structural units in the structures of GPPT and GPNT. GPNT were fabricated and studied. We have made self-assembled membrane on electrodes in these solutions both in air and under N2 ambient and found no significant difference.
After the SAM formation, a final rinse as described above is perform and found to be useful in removing unbound molecules on the electrode surfaces. The SAM electrodes and not being studied are placed inside a desiccator under Ar atmosphere.
Control cyclic voltammmetric measurements were done to verify the proper coating of the insulating Cis SAM. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the blank Au electrode and a Ci8 coated electrode. In contrast, the I-V feature of the SAM containing a hopping component, GPPT,
shows strong conductivity in the reduction current region (see Figure 6 ). In the negative voltage range, the hopping SAM surface still to have shows a strong capacitive effect, indicating that the double layer holds. We noted that the contact angle of water drop on the electrode surface was small, characteristic of hydrophobic feature after several cycles of voltage sweeps. Judging from the contact angle of water on the hopping SAM surface after the CV measurement, the SAM monolayer is stable after experiencing the electrical excitation. This also suggests that the direct contact of Au (the SAM substrate) with aqueous solution is unlikely. with that of the Cl 8 SAM SAM, the naphthalene bearing molecules were coadsorbed with Ci8 onto the Au electrode. Large modification on the IV feature is evident in Figure 7 . The current turn¬ on point shifts toward more negative region than that detected for the Cis-GPPT SAM electrode. In the conductive region, from -0.2 to 0.6 volts, the IV plot is almost linear, a typical ohmic conduction. It is noted that the diffusion-caused hysteresis is negligible, i.e. the current difference between forward and backward sweep is very small. This fact is in good agreement with the CV curve observed in Figure 6 . The potentiostat current is also recorded for the Ci8 SAM electrode (the lower curve in Figure 8 ). The current value is in the order of 100 nanoamperes at the beginning and decays quickly to a level near zero.
The data suggests that the Cjg SAM electrode is totally polarizable. the CV data. As shown in Figure 8 , the CV curve clearly shows no obvious diode behavior and two reduction waves appear at 0.24 and 0.4-0.5 volts. Also, an oxidation current is seen as a wide wave in the negative voltage region. These redox features are not observable with Cjg SAM modified electrode, indicating that the GPNTfunctionalized electrode provides a sensitive surface for the Mb redox detection.
Vitamin B1 Redox Sensing
We chose the redox reaction of vitamin B1 ( The diode feature is observed to dominate in the CV curves in Figure 9 . This suggests that, unlike the Mb-binding GPNT SAM (Figure 8 ), the VB1 does not inhibit the current across the GPPT SAM. The current turn-on potential is shifted to 0.25 volts, in comparison with 0 volt without the VB1 existence (see Figure 8 ). This implies that there exists a superficial layer of VB1 onto the C|g-GPPT SAM. 
its real part and imaginary part can be calculated from the measured I Z|, the magnitutde, and 0, the phase angle. The charge transfer resistance, Rct and the solution resistance, Rs, and the double layer capacitance, C<j, are related by the equations:
Zjm -Zre -Rs -Rct + 2o2Cd for low frequency limit
(ZRe-Rs -Rct/2)2 + Zim = (Rct/2)2 for high frequency limit In this program, we have designed and implemented a biomimetic SAM with vectorial electron transfer molecules. We developed a process to self-assemble these membrane onto a Au electrode. We also functionalized the SAM surfaces with redox protein and studied the ability of SAM to sense the redox reactions. We demonstrated with electrochemical methods that the designed redox sensing system showed vectorial electron transfer functionality.
The electrochemical measurements indicated that the SAM with the designed molecules does have vectorial electron transfer properties and can be used for electrical sensing of redox reactions in aqueous solution. These preliminary results reveal unique properties in the SAM developed in this feasibility program that can be exploited in future technology development. While the electrical properties of the Cig SAM are readily repeatable, the yield for functional SAM with electron transfer molecules is very low. This low yield limits the ability to thoroughly study the properties of the vectorial electron transfer SAM, such as the optimal concentration for efficient electron transfer, the sensitivity to other redox reactions, the stability of the electron transfer molecules, etc. We now believe that the main reason for the low yield is the inability to obtain a reproducible roughness from the sputtered Au surface. One simple improvement will be the use of electrode plating technique for the Au deposition, which can provide a better metal surface. Another method to resolve the roughness issue is the use of a Chemical Mechanical Polishing process on the electrodes after their fabrication. The polishing should provide a more controlled roughness on the Au surface, allowing a more reproducible self-assembled process. We hope to test these ideas in future studies.
While we have not achieved a complete understanding of the biomimetic SAM electrode, we have demonstrated the feasibility of vectorial electron transfer from redox reactions to a metal electrode through the SAM. This biomimetic SAM electrode platform can potentially provide the bioelectronic interface between biomolecular signal pathways to electronic circuitry.
III. Milestone Report
Progress is referenced to milestones listed on the Milestone chart in appendix Al, as described in the original proposal.
All milestones have been successfully reached and all tasks have been accomplished as planned.
A. 
